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In 2020, IIE Chapter 760 will be recognized by regional partnership and likewise support the creation of other chapters in the region 16 of the IIE. As an added value in the international accreditation of the Industrial Engineering Program from the Colombian School of Engineering Julio Garavito. This year will be a sustainable organization that allows its members have a national and international vision of management, and project management industries, generating members with excellent social, academic and professional profile with a wide network of contacts.
Actually, we promote our activities based in four departments: Academic Development, Cultural Development, Social and Environmental Responsibility, and Foreign Affairs.

Some of our activities for Industrial Engineering Students are:

- Training (Excel, SolidWorks)
- Monitors to freshmen
- Update Workshops
- Conferences
- Symposia
- Scholarships
Activities

We also organize activities for students from other engineering programs, like:

- Student Magazine
- Industrial Visits
- Beer, Wine and Coffee Tasting
- Videogames Championship
- IIE Day
- Environmental Projects
- Used Book Fair
- Sports Activities
The Chapter 760 is created in the Colombian School of Engineering Julio Garavito in 2007, led by Industrial Engineering (then student) Juliana Uribe, four companions and Engineer Jairo Vargas. Since then, the chapter has been positioned, receiving several awards for his commitment and dedication to their work.